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The Saga Continues!!!
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This story line is good and I've read the first book BUT there is an issue with jumping the story

lines.Meaning the story gives the perspective of all characters but when I say it jumps story lines I

mean introducing part 3 Mila is sitting in the car talking to presumably Carmine about killing Luca for

60 million dollars but the very next sentence it says Luca is sitting in the tub with Lola...like how did

we go from Mila sitting in the car to Luca in the tub!!!The author has a very good storyline here but

it's time for the story to end which could've ended in book 2 it's dragging out to long.

All I can say is WOW . This story gets better and better. I was so glad that Luca wised up , but

should had known by him being a genius he was just bidding his time. I was really glad that Lola's

husband carmine got put in his place though we know it's only temporary. Lisa's ex Mila is going to

try her hand on revenge and I know she will be sorry. If I had parent's like Lola , I'd had to give them

one to the head.. I liked that the author kind of made Lola look weak at times but she also captured



her strength especially when it came to Luca. The real heroine rather someone would agree is

Violetta . Luca's father will definitely need to be taken of, he's sneaky as a Racoon on Happy Friday

. Looking forward to part 3. 5 stars all the way.

ðŸ‘€ ðŸ‘€ ðŸ‘€.. the ending though I was not ready. Lol ðŸ˜• I didn't know there was going to be a part 3

I'm so excited I loved part 2 as much part 1. I can actually read both of these over and over and

over again and still catch things that I missed from the very beginning and then follow back up and

part 2 I'm so looking forward to part 3 I love the fact that they are back together I want to know who

is hiring Mila I'm thinking that it might be his dad or his brother but I love it love it love it. Jana you

put ya BIG toe in this one as the saying goes.. Keep cooking them up.

This was a very entertaining follow-up to what is turning into a very good series.I love that the story

doesn't have a moment where you are getting any down time.I love that we get a strong alpha

female who finally getting to stand up to her abuser,but she does it with class.I love that we get to

see true love does last the test of time.Now what I didn't like we're the typos that came at some

critical points.Overall this was good solid writing with a story you can sink your teeth into and just

scream it is so good.

At first I thought this girl had it so unfair I literally cried at the ending of the first saga,but this book

has redeemed my faith for happiness for the young Lola...Now reading what the third installment

bringing I'm only hoping Luca is able to be the protector he claims to be for her cause she truly a

survivor from everything Dang" I love these books!!!!

Can't wait for Lola Mae and Luciano Rizzo, take over the Crime Family's Empire! Hopefully by

Michaela training her bestie has her ruthless like her soon to be husband whereas no man or

woman can disturb their love, friendship and work ethics to rise to the top.

I was pissed with first book but loved loved this one. I love that Lola and Luca are back together but

I wonder what that crazyass Carmine is up too and also who is that little slut Mila working for????!!!!

So glad to see how things are changing in the Rizzo Family! It was beginning to seem like the more

things changed the more they stayed the same. Well, I still hate Carmine :)Really good read, can't

wait for the next installment!
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